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Editorial

Linguistic coordination: Models, dynamics and effects
In this issue of New Ideas in Psychology we sketch a
novel framework for the study of the language and psy-
cholinguistic processes based on the idea of language as
coordination dynamics. Traditionally, language has been
approached as a static, closed system: either in terms of
self-referential structures of arbitrary symbols and rules
(Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002; Saussure, 1959), or of
underlying modular cognitive and neurocognitive pro-
cesses allowing individuals to construe and produce well-
formed utterances (Cutler, Klein, & Levinson, 2005). This
has encouraged a formal approach describing language as
separated fromhistory and contexts of language use, where
research was often led by abstract criteria of grammati-
cality and acceptability. During the last couple of decades,
these approaches have been increasingly challenged. New
emphases are put on the pragmatic and embodied moti-
vations for language structure, processes and change
(Fauconnier & Turner, 2003; Lakoff & Johnson, 1999;
Langacker, 2013; Talmy, 2000). However, even these more
contemporary approaches often tend to be guided by im-
plicit and un-reflected assumptions about language as an
inherently closed system relying on individual psycholog-
ical processes.

The contributors to this issue of New Ideas in Psychol-
ogy pursue a radically different approach, that of language
as an interaction system (Bickhard, 2007a). Like any human
behavior, language is considered an open, multi-modal
system, deeply embedded in and shaped by continuous
functional interactions with the surrounding social, cul-
tural and material environment (Dale, Fusaroli, Duran, &
Richardson, 2014; Fusaroli, Demuru, & Borghi, 2012;
Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Rączaszek-Leonardi & Kelso, 2008;
Tylén, Fusaroli, Bundgaard, & Østergaard, 2013). Conse-
quently, the study of language shifts its focus from indi-
vidual inner linguistic representations to the public
perceivable and communicational nature of linguistic
forms (Fowler, 2013; Port, 2007). The primary goal of lin-
guistic activity is not to construct well-formed sentences,
but to maintain and regulate social affiliation and
relations, share experiences and accomplish joint goals, etc.
In other words, language is first and foremost a matter of
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coordination: coordination between interlocutors and their
linguistic behaviors, between contexts and communities,
between different time scales of linguistic processes, etc.
(Beckner et al., 2009; Bickhard, 2009; Fusaroli & Tylén,
2012; Greenspan & Shanker, 2007). However, the
approach to language as coordination dynamics present us
with (at least) three fundamental challenges: i) How do we
model language as coordination and what are the conse-
quences? ii) If language is an open system, how do we then
define and demarcate the object of scientific inquiry? iii) If
grammaticality and acceptability are not by themselves the
primary goals of linguistic processes how do we assess the
functionality of language?

An earlier issue of New ideas in Psychology developed
persuasive critiques of the formal and individualist models
of language, suggesting an alternative framework based on
interactions and processes (Bickhard, 2007b). The present
volume presents different lines of research all resonating
with and pushing forward this paradigm shift. All the
contributions build on the idea that language is first and
foremost a temporal process whose dynamics and effects
result from activity by two or more contextually situated
individuals. Consequently, dialogue is thus considered the
most basic form of linguistic production. They all argue that
language is a dynamic, self-organizing process of social
coordination (Rączaszek-Leonardi & Cowley, 2012). This, in
effect, makes coordinative efficacy a new inquiry-leading
criterion for linguistic research (Fusaroli, Bahrami, et al.,
2012; Fusaroli, Gangopadhyay, & Tylén, in review). They
all, in different measures, methods and argumentations,
provide attempts to address the fundamental challenges
posed above.

De Beule and Stadler (in this volume) argue that the
origins of many linguistic structures – such as semantic
categories – lie in the self-organization processes of the
organism. Relying on insights from cybernetics, they
highlight how organisms interact with their environments
in goal-directed ways, so to ensure the organisms’ survival.
Regular patterns of organism–environment interactions
emerge according to affordances, that is, possibilities
offered by the environment to the organism. These regular
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patterns are at the core of classification processes. Lan-
guage and semantic categories are but a special case of this
process: that is, emerging patterns of classification across
two or more interacting organisms.

Duran and Dale (in this volume) develop the idea that
low-level coordinative processes ground higher-level social
andcognitiveprocesses. Theyapply theHKB (Haken, Kelso,&
Bunz, 1985) dynamical model of motor coordination to
describe the unfolding of conversational perspective taking
in anexperimental task. By taking the interaction as thebasic
level of analysis (rather than the individuals), the authors are
able to adequately describe egocentric and other-centric
response distributions, the time required for participants
to enact a response on a trial-by-trial basis, and the action
dynamics exhibited in individual trials. They find stabilizing
patterns of social interactions analogous to the coordinative
dynamics of intra-personal perceptuo-motor activity.

Fusaroli, Raczaszek-Leonardi, and Tylén (in this volume)
investigate different coordinative dynamics indicative of
self-organization at the level of the interaction in conversa-
tion. Expanding the current focus on alignment and behav-
ioral synchrony, the authors outline the model of
conversations as functionally driven interpersonal synergies.
In order to smoothly and effectively fulfill the task at hand –

be it joint decision-making or casual chat – individuals
tightly couple their behaviors in a context-sensitive way.
Beyond selective linguistic imitation, they engage in com-
plementary linguistic activities, distribute differentiated
roles and jointly develop interactional routines.

Mills (in this volume) focuses on how interlocutors
develop and negotiate interactional routines to manage the
moment-by-moment coordination of utterances and ac-
tions. Relying on empirical materials from the ‘maze game’
(Garrod & Anderson, 1987), the author shows that while
interlocutors initially exploit partial repetitions to establish
and sustain coordination, they progressively develop
normative conventions and differentiate their behaviors.

Fowler (in this volume) widens the perspective from
local interactions to language communities addressing the
question of linguistic forms. While traditional phonological
theories would define linguistic forms asmental categories,
the author conceives of them as public actions, themeaning
of which consists in their coordinative effects. In support of
these views, the author argue that even phonological forms
that could otherwise appear meaningless (in traditional
accounts relying on mental lexica) often turn out to play
important role in interactive encounters.

In short, the contributions to this issue articulate the key
points of a newapproach to language: Rather than a system
‘possessed’ by individual interlocutors and reflected in
‘individual’ linguistic behaviors, language is considered an
open, interpersonal and highly situated process. This puts
coordination in the heart of inquiry: multi-level behavioral
synchrony, complementarity and local stabilization of
interactional routines are inevitable aspects of human lin-
guistic meaning-making. Indeed, the authors prompt us to
recognize how any local linguistic phenomena (e.g. an ut-
terance) is only appropriately considered in terms of its role
as part of a larger functional assembly often comprising
aspects of the social-communicative, cultural and material
context. The emphasis on function is crucial in this respect.
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Language is all about getting stuff done: coordinating ac-
tions and activities, solving problems, sharing experiences
and maintaining affiliation (Tylén, Weed, Wallentin,
Roepstorff, & Frith, 2010). Following this line of reasoning,
the object of linguistic inquiry becomeswhatever resources
(bodies, actions, words and objects) are recruited to the
‘coordinative assembly’ to fulfill a given function. Another
issue relate to the particular time scales relevant for the
activity at hand. Examples include local interactions,
community embedded linguistic exchanges in historical
time, and even evolutionary time scales. However, this does
not make linguistic inquiry a hopeless enterprise without
any boundaries to its object of research. On the contrary, it
strongly defines the functional efficacy of the coordinative
assembly as a crucial criterion to assess qualities of lin-
guistic coordination. The meaning of linguistic forms is
redefined as the coordinative effects they can have, and the
adequacy of models of linguistic behavior is assessed in
how well they explain and predict coordinative
performance.

Crucially, the papers constituting this volume do not
simply describe a state-of-the-art. They encourage further
dialogue, motivate new predictions and pave the way for a
novel research paradigm in the study of language, by
highlighting a number of new questions to be asked: How
do we describe the functionally oriented and context-sen-
sitive structure of coordination? How do we manipulate
and quantify complementary dynamics and patterns of
interaction? Which physiological and cognitive mecha-
nisms are involved in the construction of dialogical syn-
ergies and in the development and enactment of normative
conventions?
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